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Dayan says Mideast peace possible
By JAMES MCMILLER

'

Stating that he believed that the Arabs
are ready to negotiate with Israel and end
the state of war, Dayan said, "whatever
is to be negotiated, should be agreed to
be done by political means and not by
military means."
The major cause for Dayan's optimism
stemmed from two reasons. The heavy
defeat the Arabs suffered in the Yorn
Kippur War and the fact that the United ,
States is not the major super-power in the
Middle East and not the Russians.
"No Arab country can make war
without Russia, while we (Israel) can not
get peace without you (America," Dayan
said. "Your country is now really paving
the road for peace in the Mideast, now
that Russia is out of Egypt," Dayan
explained.
Most of Dayan's speech traced the

history of the Israeli-Arab conflict since
1948. The former Israeli Minister of
Defense said that when they are in
trouble "we go to Washington."
Dayan said that it is no longer a
question of who will win the war between
Israel and Egypt, but it is turning out to
be a clash between the two superpowers
of America and the Soviet Union. "The
only way to avoid this is to bring an end
to the conflict," said Dayan.
"I believe it was the beginning of the
end of the conflict when Egypt, Syria,
and Jordan agreed to make peace and
negotiate for it in Geneva in 1973," said
the Israeli statesman. Dayan believed the
countries really meant it when Egyptian
presic!ent Sadat reopened the Suez Canal.
He warned that America must not let
the conflict between themselves and
Russia go on. "Either you will lose your
position against Russia or fighting the
Russians, which you don't want to do,"
Dayan explained.
Dayan said that he believes an end of
state of war can be worked out now. He
explained that this will call for an
agreement to be reach between the
parties for withdrawal of Israeli forces
from some of the territory, in return for
the Arabs to end the state of war. "Not a
complete withdrawal," said Dayan," and
not afull peace."
Besides this agreement between the
parties, there should be other elements to
Marshall University Huntington, W. Va. 2570! Feb. 22, 1977, Vol. 77, No. 71
make it acomplete end of war. According
to Dayan, it should start with the
reduction of forces, then acommitment to
turn the way of life back to normal. and
finally some international guarantees and
supervision.
must be athird element to see
Br MARTIN
HARRELL
totals of the fall and spring elecllon,-. that"There
no one violates the agreement," said,
2W29. The transient caucus will do the vote
Reporter
When
a
vacancy
developed,
the
caucus
Dayan.
"I
see no other country than
same
at
3
p.m.
Thursday
in
the
same
Almost one-third of Student Senate seats
chairman was to go down the list, arranged America ascana mediator
parties
are vacant, some having gone unfilled location.
in order of votes received, of people who and to see that peace between
is kept in the
Harshbarger said anyone iooterested in had
since October and November, according to senate
run for the seat originally.
Middle
East."
must
be
ready
to
work.
In
addition
senate caucus chairmen.
Each
person,
in
turn,
was
to
be
notified
Dayan' s expectations of the Carter
the weekly. senate meeting, members by registered mail that the seat was open.
Nine of senate's 30 seats are unoccupied tousuallv
have a minimum of two If the seat was declined, the process was to Administration, by Dayan, is to assume
and another senator is expected to resign senatc~rclated
the initiative towards bringing peace to
this week, according toWard Harshbarger, barger said. meetings a week, Harsh- continue until someone accepted the seat, the
Middle East. "We don't want you to
Dunbar senior and off-campus caucus Harshbarger, who plans to introduce a the court said.
for us, but we have to be armed,"
chairman.
Problems are now arising because the fight
explained
Dayan.
bill
at
tonight'
s
meeting
to
reduce
senate
Senate seats are divided into dormitory, size, said he doubted if filling the vacant election lists are nearly exhausted. The
In
news conference following his
off-campus and transient caucuses. All 10 scats would improve senate.
transient caucus has two people left who speech,a Dayan
expressed satisfaction with
dormitory seats .are filled. but the
received one write-in vote each in the 1976 Secretary of Sta1e
"Senate
won'
t
work
until
committee
Cyrus Vance and had
off-campus caucus has filled only four of work is done properly and with 30 senators spring election, McMullen said. Due to the no regrets that former
Secretary of State
eight slots and the transient caucus seven on various committees, it's impossible for off-campus 1976 spring election results Henry Kissinger was not
kept on as a
of 12 positions, according to senate caucus senate to function properly." he said.
having been lost, Harshbarger said he has
envoy to the Middle East by
chairmen.
only the names of the people who ran. Two special
President
Carter.
McMullen
said
the
new
senators
Both Harshbarger and Carol A. possibly could help. "It all depends on people remain on the list, he said.
Although he was sorry that President
McMullen, Huntington junior and tranOnce the election lists are depleted, Carter
the people are," she said. "If they're anyone
not give concussion bombs to
sient caucus chairwoman, said the problem whohere
meeting the 2.0 grade average and Israel, did
the Israeli statesman said "we 'II
to work, it would be better."
of filling seats resulted from a lack of upGuidelines
caucus residency requirements may apply have
for
filling
vacant
seats
were
to produce something on our own."
people interested in being in senate.
for aseat.
Dayan'
s
lecture
sponsored by the
established
last
semester
by
Student
Court
In an effort to attract potential senators, after Jeanne L. Radlet, Huron, Ohio, However. the court did leave final Marshall UniversitywasFoundation
in
the off-campus caucus will meet with senior,
approval of senators in the hands of each cooperation with the Huntington Inc.
Jewish
charged
she
had
been
passed
over
interested persons at 3:30 p.m. Wednes- for selection as asenator.
caucus. It may vote against seating a
His appearance culminated
day in Memorial Student Center Room The c0urt said records had to be kept of senator simply because the members don't community.
th
lo<:al
observances
of
National
Brotherlike the individual, Harshbarger said.
hood Week.
Assistant News Editor
Expressing optimism toward the upcoming Geneva peace conference, Israeli
statesman Moshe Dayan spoke Sunday to
an estimated crowd of 800 people at
Marshall's Memorial Student Center.
Dayan 's speech prompted a battery of
police and security guards which surrounded the lecture hall and frisked those
attending the talk. Approximately 30
members of Marshall's Arab Student
Organization protested the appearance.
The 61-year-old Dayan told the crowd
that they should not expect to see normal
relations between Israel and the Arab
countries within a year or sO. After 30
years of hostility and four wars, Dayan
does not believe that by one move such a
change can be obtained.
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Off-campus, transient senators needed

South Hall has cold, wet weekend

By STEW~T EBELING
Thorniley said.
Reporter
"When the pressure brokl! the flush
South Hall residents were plagued"this valves,
the result was continuous flushing
past weekend with almost 17 hours (of the toilets),"
Thorniley said.
without water service, flooding and aloss
The
overflow
flooded the bathrooms
of heat when awater main broke twice in and adjoining hallways
of the second and
two days, according to Barbara Thomiley, seventh floors on the women'
s side of the
resident director of South Hall.
dorm
and
the
first,
fourth, fifth and
The first leak was discovered in one of seventh floors on the men'
s
.
the main water pipes in the basement of
"We tried to .prevent the pressure
the dorm at approximately 8:15 a.m. build-up
by turning on the showers and
Saturday by a night maintenance man.
taps on eight, seven, six. and five
The water in South Hall was immediately water
(floors)
to get rid of the air and rusty
shut off until repairs could be effected.
Thorniley said, "but the pressur.:
Water service was restored at 7:30 water," great."
p.m. However, apressure build-up in the was toofifth
floor on the men's side was
lines resulting from the sudden influx of theThehardest
by the broken plumbing.
water, broke the flush valves on several Armed withhitbuckets,
mops, towels and
of the toilets throughout the building, bed slats, fifth floor residents
fought for

45 minutes 'to contain the water in the Water service was restored to South
bathroom and keep it out of adjacent
rooms. The situation was eventually Hall without flooding at 8:55 p.m. Sunday.
brought under control when the plumbers
arrived and repaired the faulty valves.
The same water main broke again Spring thaw?
Sunday. Thomih!y said she discovered
the second break around 2:15 p.m.
Ahigh of 50 degrees is expected
During a precautionary check of the today,
and temperatures tomorrow
boiler room, she found 18 inches of water should get
into the mid-60s. Enjoy it
covering the floor.
The solder of the original patch had while it lasts ...
apparently given way, causing the break
to open again. This time the water in the Inside today
boiler room was sufficient to reach the
boilers, which supply the building with
s swim team placed second in
heat. This necessitated shutting down the theMU'Southern
Conference Swimming
boilers, and the heat, so that they could and Diving championships
in Greenbe "dried out" and repairs made.
ville, S.C. See page three for details.
Huntington's flood of 1937 which
surrounded Marshall is recalled by
Sallye Runyon. See page four.

'Kidnappers' raise charity money
By MIKE MEADOWS

Reporter
Although six social sorority house
mothers were kidnapped, the local chapter
of the Heart Fund reaped all the benefits.
Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity
abducted the house mothers of MU's
sororities last Saturday and held them for
ransom. The money was raised by the
individual organizations going door-to-door
collecting. At the time this story went to
press, the Lambda Chis had not released
the top-money collectors. The announcement was to be made at last night's
basketball game.
Mike Shelton, Wayne junior, was in
charge of the project. •'The reason we got
involved in this project is because it's for a
tremendous cause," Shelton said. Shelton
said he wished to thank area businesses,
the house mothers and to everyone
involved with the project.
Shelton said the money will be
distributed into different areas of the Heart
Fund. "One-fifth will go to Wayne County
Cardiopulminary Resuscitation (CPR),
one-fifth will be used for research and the
remainder will be donated to the Heart
Fund in ITlfmory of J.L. "Jake" Shelton,"
Shelton said.
The kidnappings were delayed about one
hour while the Lambda Chis waited for
area television stations to arrive, which
they never did. Once the kidnappings got
underway, a1929 Ford Model Awas seen
at every sorority abducting house mothers.
Although the police were in constant
pursuit, they couldn't catch the crooks.
Danny Lane, Huntington Police Dept.
patrolman, said, "It's great to be apart of
this. It gives us the chance to improve our
relations with the university and the
students. but most importantly, this
project is beneficial to the people who

receive the benefits.''
The mothers were brought to the
Lambda Chi house, they had aluncheon,
and then sat around and talked, sharing
thoughts about the day's activities.
Mrs. Erma Lilly. Sigma Sigma Sigma
house mother, said, "I think it's great. For
this type of charitable cause, I would

definitely do it again."
Mrs. Esther Raabe, Alpha Xi Delta
house mother, said, "This type of thing is
wonderful. It shows the public aSide of ~he
Greeks that they don't always realize
exists. We really should do more."
App~oximately 150 women collected for
the Heart Fund.

Dr. Donald C. Tarter, professor of
biological sciences at Marshall University, says the Environmental Protection Agency needs to monitor water
beneath industrial plants on the
Kanawha River more closely. Story on
page two.

Several Arab students brave the cold in protest of the Zlonest Photo by CHUCK SPENCER
movementI daring the recent speech of }\loshe Dayan here.

Protest
Arab students picket speech,

demonstrate against
Zionism
there."

8) LEE WELCH
Reporter
Approximately 32 Arab students, waving flags and signs, stayed out in the cold
demonstrasing against the Zionist movement in the Middle East during the
speech of Gen. Moshe Dayan.
Arab Student Organization president
Salah Akkad, Saudi Arabia sophomore,
said all the Palestinians want to do is live
in peace mtheir homela:rid as they did for
centuries.
Arabian students on Marshall's campus
seem to agree that Dayan's idea of
involving the United States and Russia in
a Middle East settlement will not work.
"There is no need," Akkad said. "We
can solve our problems together."
"I don't think he talked so honestly,"
said Aziz Alahad, Saudi Arabia freshman.
"We got confused on some of his
answers. He gave the run around to a
friend's question."
"He said some things we do not
believe is true," said Naji Al-sa doon,
Iraq graduate student. "We want to
show the America11s, the truth. The
people don't know the real problems

Some Arab students stayed outside
during the speech handing out literature.
One of them, Mohammed Sulaiman,
Oman freshman, said the literature was
about the injustices inflicted upon the
Palestinians by the Israelis. The literature included pictures of children and
old men and women being killed and
mistreated.
"Many people came up to me and said
they didn't know there were sides to it,"
Sualiman said. "The peop.le said they
only heard about the Israeli side, not the
Arab."
All the Arab students said they want to
live together in Palestine--Christian, Jew
and Muslim. "We don't want to fight,"
said Al-sadoon.
Akkad also said that the Arab Student
Organization is trying to get aspeaker to
show their side of the issue.
Akkad also said that before the speech,
the students outside had a hard time
giving their literature to people. "After
the speech," he said, "We gave out
about 3,000 pieces within a few
minutes."

Reimbursement sought
Apetition seeking a reimbursement to
students for meals missed during the
recent t\\o-week school closure was
circulated last week on the MU campus,
drawing an estimated 500 signatures,
according to Andrea K. Carter, Charleston
sophomore.
The petition, drawn up by Carter, asks
that the students be given acash refund or
be served Sunday evening meals for the
remainder of the semester to defray the
cost of the missed meals.
Carter explained that although school
was clo~cd for nearly two weeks, the
university onl) owes the students for one
week since the second week would be
offset
break. by the elii;nination of the spring
Carter said she met with Housing
Director Warren S. Mvers last MoPdav and
was told that instead of arefund for the
missed meals, an additional meal each
week may prove more beneficial to the
students. According to Carter, the

additional meal would be aSunday evening
meal.
As it is, the university provides only two
meals, breakfast and lunch, on Sundays.
The evening meal is left to the discretion of
each student.
Therefore, in addition to their signatures, the petition asked students to mark
their preference concerning the two
options--the refund or the additional meal,
Carter said.
Carter said according to her '· unofficial
survey." students chose the refund 6-1.
Carter said she \\as impressed by
Myers' cooperation with the petition. "I
feel sure were going to receive either the
refund
additional
meal,"were
she added.
HO\H'orver,the many
students
not so
optimistic. Teresa A. Salyers. Charleston
freshman, said. "1 would really like to have
arefund but Ican't see Marshall shelling
out that much money."
Kevin W. Nicholas, Elkins freshman,
said, "I would rather, have the Sunday
meal but I'm not counting on it."

Late payment dates for rooms
requested
by Inter-Dorm
Council
Aresolution calling for alater payment
In other action, council members

Lambda Chi Alpha prepares for its kidnapping adventure.

date for the second and fourth quarter
dormitory room and board fees was
adopted lhursday by the Inter-Dorm
Council and sent to Housing Director
Warren S. Myers
The resolution asks that dates be
changed to Oct. 20 for the first semester
and March 20 for the second semester.
Final pa\mcnt dates now are Oct. I and
March I.
Council president Melodie S. Allison,
New Cumberland sophomore, explained
that the change would benefit work-study
studel'ts dependent on work-study checks
to pa) fees. Ihe checks are distributed
about the 20th of each month.
Myers s,11d no ofa. al decision had been
rc:iched by h1, office concerning the
resclution. "I will h.i\e to check with the
finance
made," people
he added.before a decision can be

unanimously endorsed apetition seeking a
refund to on-campus students from the
university as a result of the recent
two-week school closure.
The petition, drawn up by aTwin Towers
West resident. asks that students be
reimbursed for meals missed during the
two weeks.
Council also heard from two dormitory
residents, both seeking improvements to
their particular hall.
A Hodges Hall resident, Tony J.
Fitzgerald, Parkersburg freshman. asked
about the possibility of having washers and
dryers installed in that dormitory.
ALaidley H.ill resident. Judy L. Jones,
Ch.irlcston sophomore, asked 1f carpet
could be installed in her dormitory in an
attempt to cut dO\\ non nobc.
Council agreed to check into both
matters.
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AAUP proposes pay raise

By PHIL SKVARKA
Reporter
An increase in faculty salaries
is one of the major goals of the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP) six•point legislative program, according to Dr. William P.
Sullivan. president of the state
conference of the AAUP.
Dr. Sullivan said the AAUP
favors aIS per cent increase in
salaries for professional librarians, college, university, and
communitv college instructors.

and college of osteopathy
instructors.
Although faculty salaries
have increased 28 per cent in
the last five years (1972-1976),
the consumer price index has
risen 42 per cent, according to
Dr. Sullivan.
Board of Regents Chancellor
Ben Morton
has proposed
per
cent salary
increase anfor8
teachers while Gov. Jay Rockefeller has recommended a 5
per cent pay increase, Dr.
Sullivan said.
He said the Governor needs to

get his facts straight, because
salaries arc not kec 1ing up with
the cost of living. Acollege
professo• in West Virginia is
penalized ror wot ':ing in the
state by earn.ng .ess money,
Sullivan said.
Recently, two professors tes
tified before the House Finance
Committee's Sub-Committee on
Educational Finance. Tom
Campell. from WVU, and
Robert O'Bryan, of W. Va.
Wesleyan• and the vice-president of the state conference of
the AAUP, appeared before the

nterchange

Aspace for opinion dedicated
to the interchange of ideas in
the university community.

Mother, student, politician
To many people, the word
May 15, 1976, with amajor in
"politician" carries a negative
English and minors in history
connotation. But one women
and
political science.
legislator says she has wanted
Still interested in politics,
to be a "politician" since high
she ran for the House of Deleschool.
gates
and won in a close race
Mother of three grown
by 49 votes.
children, housewife, and recent
There
are advantages to
Marshall graduate, Pat Hartbeing a woman in politics, as
man is a newly elected
Pat points out. During the
member of the House of Delecampaign,
"people didn't exgates from Cabell County. She
pect to see a woman outside a
said she feels politics serves a
plant
gate,
and I think they
good purpose. "I've always
remembered me more easily,"
defended politics--there 's noshe said.
th in g wrong with politics.
Another definite advantage
There might be something
to the electorate is that the
wrong with afew of the people
older woman can devote more
who get in it, but politics is
time
to the job because her
good. It's the way we get
are grown
and hershe
things done."
involved. But it is perhaps' children
doesn't have
to support
more
commendable
that
older
self.
Though
the
session
Not only is Pat a "politi- women who grew up in a only sixty days, the job lasts allis
cian," but she is one of the different
environment are year, and Pat can devote the
many women who are becom- doing the same.
Pat Hartman's needed time.
ing politically active. She is
She says she has even reone of twelve women in the background can illustrate.
calls from people who
House of Delegates, five of She quit Marshall during her ceived
"were hesitant or couldn't
whom arc new this session. , senior
year
to
get
married,
reach
the men legislators.
While it is the younger, rearing three children who are They called
me because they
career-orifnted woman who is now grown and through col- knew Iwas home,"
.id.
most lilfofy to r~ for political lege. About nine years ago So, while men canshebes.,effecoffice these days. Pat says she
became
involved
in
the
tive
legislators,
women can be
three of the five new women League of Women Voters, and equally effective.
Perhaps,
delegates are over fifty--an in- later ran three times for the even, they can be more
teresting comment on women non-partisan Board of Educa- tive jf, like Pat Hartman,effecthey
in politics.
tion,
winning
o~e
short-term.
have
the
time
and
good
intenIt is commendable that
This breed of "politiwomen reared in the environ- In 1974, she came back to tions.
can no doubt be more
ment of the egalitarian move- Marshall, "renewing" her goal cians"
to the people who
ment are becoming politically of education, and graduated on responsive
elected them.

Commentary
by
Pia Cummings._

sub-committee and answered
questions on the pay increase.
Dr. Sullivan also said the
AAUP favors a percentage
inf case which allows for
'.'Onsidcration of merit. rank and
cxpcric nee instead of a flat
across- he-board pay increase.
Another goal is to have a
voting faculty member anJ a
voting student representative on
th! Board of Regents. fie said.
T.iis proposal has been introduced in the legislatur-: by
prominent members of the
House and Senate. he said. Dr.
Sullivan said he feels this bill
has a good chance of being
passed.
Athird goal is to have a
tuition waiver for full-time
faculty of both public and
private institutions when they
are attending a different state
educational institution.
Another major point is collective bargaining. This will allow
public employes to organize
and bargain in collectively. It
will include a definition of
professional employes and
protect academic freedom and
tenure.
Sullivanalsosaid.supports full
The AAUP
funding of the state scholarship
program which provides students a chance to attend
college education by providing
them needed funds.
The AAUP opposes legislation which would restrict access
to college and university buildings. Sullivan said. This
legislation is vague and may
threaten the rights of free
speech, freedom of assembly,
and the free exchange of ideas,
according to Dr. Sullivan.
He said the AAUP also uses
lobbyists to secure support of its
legislation. The two most active
lobbyists are Professor Eugene
Harper, from Morris Harvey
College and Ann Ferguson,
executive secretary of the
AAUP.

Commentary
by
Martin Harrell

Idon't mean to suggest that
Hustler is in the same class as
those books. But the principle
is the same. I, for one, resent
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By MARY EMMA HIGGINS
Reporter
The "I Did It" buttons
recently seen around campus
are a"teaser ad," according to
Maj. Joseph W. Corder Jr.,
professor of military science and
chairman of the department.
The buttons are designed to
catch attention and have been
distributed along with posters
reading '" Army ROTC. Three
ways to do it in two years,"
Corder said.
The military's image vastly
improved after the Vietnam era,
according to Corder. Recent
- graduates of military programs
such as ROTC, have also heloed
improve the image, he said.
Corder has been associated
with MU's ROTC department
since July I, I975 and says he
really
enjoys working with
tlie government and a small
group of people trying to tell young people.
me what is good for me to The role of the military is
read. I should be able to
in the oath Army
determine that fact for myself. explained
personnel take which says. "To
The jury which convicted Larry support
and
defend the constituFlynt was supposedly composagainst all enemies, foreign
ed of 12 of his peers. I doubt tion
domestic," Corder said.
if they were his peers or if they andArmy
personnel are basically
were mine either.
servants of the people, according to Corder. The President
One of the guiding principles and
decide where the
behind the Constitution was Congress
are sent, when ,and their
the idea of protecting minority troops
rights. By protecting minority mission, he said.
rights, the framers were pro- According to the posters
tecting majority rights as well. around campus, the first way to
For the minority could become graduate ROTC in two years is
the majority.
Basic Camp at Fort
Hustler does appeal to a six weeks
Ky. The second way is to
minority of Americans and it Knox,ROTC
during freshman or
does have the most-rapid enter
sophomore
year with no military
growth rate of any of the skin obligation and
curriculum to
magazines. Even if it is meet your classa schedule
and
distasteful to the majority, the academic needs.
minority of people who want to The third way is to enter
gaze at nude men and women through
placement.
should be able to. No one An Armyadvanced
veteran or a Junior
forces you to buy it.
Finally, for those who argue ROTC graduate is eligible to
that it corrupts juveniles, isn't
that just a cover-up for their
failures as parents. If they
can't exercise control of their
kids, they really don't deserve
to be parents. And if they are
unable to instill enough moral
new service for people
conviction to withstand a pic- whoAneed
else to do
torial assault by Hustler, they the t11lklng.someone
Does a friend
certainly are not communicat- drink
too much? Got 11
mess~ge for your boss or
ing with their children.
co-worker but e11n't find the
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Broadcast students
to give newscasts
Journalism broadcasting students are putting together a
half-hour news show, the MU
Report, on WMUL-TV, to let
the community know more
about Marshall, according to
C. Bosworth Johnson, associate
professor of journalism.
The students will be doing
all the broadcast work, according to Johnson. Each team of
two students will be responsible for preparing a separate
element on the newscast, and
the position of anchorman will
change each week, he said.
The newscasts
at 7 p.m.
,,

Fridays, will begin Feb. 25.
Ten programs are planned for
the remaining semester, ac,
cording to Johnson.
"i'm pleased with the time
period that WMUL gave the
class. It gives them an opportunity to lead off other programs," Johnson said. "It's a
real break fQr broadcast students," he said.
Some students will go to
Charleston to do legislative
reporting for Capitol Beat, a
three-station network program
from Morgantown, Beckley and
Huntington, he said.

automatically enter Advanced
ROTC.
The main changes in the
Arm: are in the make-up of
Army personnel and facilities.
according to Corder. "The
Army today consists of almost
all volunteers. The pay and
fringe benefits arc as good now
as they've ever been," he said.
"The job market in ROTC is
favorable compared to other
occupations open for the new
college graduate," Corder said.
"It has to be to compete with
other employers." he said.
About SO per cent of ROTC
graduates commissioned as
second lieutenant arc assigned
active duty. according to Corder. The remaining SO per cent
arc assigned to the Army
reserves and National Guard, he
said.
Active duty is for three years.
Army reserves are not full
time. Corder said.
If aperson wants active duty,

Do you have ;, qu•tlon, an an•-•
a problem, a solution, a complaint,
some pralae or Just something you
want to say?
Write u1 aletter.
The Parthenon will accept any letter

about anything concerning Marshall
community. All letters
must have both the name and addr...
of the writer.
Letters may either typed or hand
written, but they must brief end
legible. The Parthenon
the
right to edit letters for length and
Entered as second class mall Hunt- potential
ington, W.Va. 25701.
may delivered or malled
Tuesday through Friday during the to the edltorlel
editor, Th•
school year, weekly during the aum- Parthenon, Smithpage
Room 311,
mer. Subscription• are $4 per Marahall University,Hall
Huntington, W.
semester and 50 , '.Alta per aummar Va. 25701.
term.
University'■

b♦
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Campus Christian Center will sponsor a "Pre-Marriage
Encounter" March 20, 27 and April 3for engaged couples who
plan to be married before next fall, according to the Rev.
Mark V. Angelo, Catholic campus chaplain and program
co-ordinator.
He said each session will be different and will cover
"Religious Aspects of Marriage," "Problems of Human
Sexuality" and "Practical Problems of Married Life."
Eight speakers "who are competent in their fields" will
lecture with audience participation in discussions and
questions, Father Angelo said. ·Each session will begin at 1:30
p.m. and both members of the couple must attend, he said.
Couples may register by calling Campus Christian Center at
529-3086 as soon as possible, he said. No fee is required and
refreshments will be served.

522-4412

or Ster/1116 Silver

MINI-ADS
ONLY 50t
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: HUNTINGTON
PHOTO LAB •f
Photofinishi!IJl, Darkroom Supplies, Cameras
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If aCAREER
is something
more to you
than just
picking up aPAY CHECK
chances are we can help you
Interested?

Call 529-4451

I
SHRI---P
DIMMER
259

Plump, tender only,
shrimp
to S
a
goldenfried
brown.
Served
with
tangy coleslaw,
crispy French fries, hot
Grecian bread. Aseafood
lover's treat at avery
■

=~SJION~~

wor'1s? Are you the kind of
person who e11n't say you're
sorry? Let DI11I-A-Message do
It for youl Appropriate for 1111
OCC11slons. Lover's quarrel,
get-well messages, birthdays,
11nnlvers11rles
Phone: 522-4412.

,_rv•

m. 0
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Pre-marriage sessions planned

1
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water was all right today,'' he
"We are talking about hu- said."We do what we can when we
mans here. people. And when it know
it," Van Gundy
comes to people, these plants said. about
"If we don't know, it is
should come second," said
Tarter. who is alimnologist, or a hard to do anything about it."
scientist who studies the freshwater environment.
"I study the fish, not the
GET YOUR
chemical end of it, but if we are
PERSONALIZED
being exposed to this chemical
over a period of time. as
::;er:~~ssa:?ra!e/s very
"Laboratory animals exposed to
it have shown a tendency to
~
develop cancer of the liver and ,
kidneys.''
·
Tarter said he had read one:
opinion that said water should,1
be boiled for the next few days
as aprecaution. The 70-ton slug I
may have passed, but there may
still be residual material present," Tarter said.
"I believe that the EPA
should closely monitor the
Kanawha l<iver below these
WITH
plants, and when violations of
regulations occur, fines should
YOUR INITIALS
be assessed,'· Tarter added. Alovely pinky ring, so popuElsewhere on campw;, Food lar now, engraved with your
Service Director Dick Van initials.
Choice of satin or
Gundy said precautions had polished finish.
been taken to make the water
saf~.
In JO kt. Gold

his best chance is to be in the
10% OFF WITH STUDENT I.D.
top 10 per cent of his class and a :
929 4th Ave.*
scholarship student, according *1235 6th Ave.
to Corder.
Of the ROTC students questioned, general agreement was
that ROTC "is good for Hie
individual."
According to Kim Guy, Shady
Springs, W. Va., sophomore, "I
really like it. It gives ayoung
person a chance to gain
confidence in himself through
developing his abilities and
participating in situations
which require leadership and
assuming responsibility.'•
Ketti McClanahan. Chespcake. W.Va., sophomore, likes
it because of the people invoJ.ved
and the opportunities it presents. "I also like the chow out
in the field," McClanahan
_said.
"Oh sure. 1 like it," said
Bruce Akers, Matewan, W.Va.,
Agency
senior. "Ilove to go to the field, W. W. Jones
of
no matter what the occasion."

DIAL-A
MESSAGE

The P11rthenon 11 amember of The
Assocl11ted Press and the West Virginia
Prass AssoclHtlon.

Publlah♦d
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'I did
it'
ROTC buttons 'teaser ads'

Why censor 'Hustler'?
Do we really need the U.S.
government and a jury of 12
true-blue jurors telling us what
is obscene? As a result of
their actions, the people of
metropolitan Cincinnati may be
deprived of an opportunity to
read, or more appropriately,
look at Hustler magazine.
Of ceurse, this will not be a
great loss to most people.
Sirfce they do not purchase
Hustler, they feel they have
nothing to lose. But what is to
stop ambitious local prosecutors from filing obscenity
charges against more worthwhile publications. How long
were Miller's Tropic of Capricorn and Tropic of Cancer
declared obscene? And what
about Joyce's Ulysses? Today,
these books can be found in
many libraries.

Stronger river monitoring

.

u.-v
'--' CJ ·o
urged by MU professor
<J
tte,
V
eR
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SNOWS
Li
f
<
;
"We boiled the water we
The Environmental Protection used
0
G Agency
to make punches and
Ki£) 11
(EPA) needs to closely kool-aids.
• HeN iWASA
Of course, the water
.
monitor
the
water
just
beneath
in the coffee boils anyway. so
0
industrial
plants
on
the
Kanathat
was
no problem," Van
0
a
wha
River
in
order
to
detect
•0 0 6 0 0 0 <> spillage of chemicals. said Dr. Gundy
0 0
The said.
water was boiled on
0
Donald
C.
Tarter,
professor
of
0 a0
Saturday.
to Van
biological sciences at Marshall. Gundy. "Weaccording
0
t know about
• D
in wake of the recent spillage of it until late didn'
. 0 0 0 0 carbon
Friday, then the
tetrachloride.

TICKET INFO·
(614)
594-3471 1-4 p.m. (t~ily
CALL:

21st St. &5th Ave.
Rt. 60 East
Every Monday 5p.m. to closing,
Spaghetti Dinner
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DePaul blasts Herd Wildcat strike nears end
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CHAI.LESTON.
W.Va.-A
"When
the company
deletes
By ROCKY STANLEY
two-week
wildcat coal
strike
thise
policy.
stand
pretty
Sports Editor
which
idled
up
to
14,000
good
chance weofStafford,
goingaback,"
DePaul blasted a struggling
southern
West
Virginia
coal
said
William
presiMarshall team to the tune of
miners
at
its
peak.
neared
an
dent
of
the
local.
"We
just
56 points last season. The
end
Monday
with jobs.
only 4,300
Jy The A.tOCleted PrNS
want theWesick
leave
policy
steady Blue Demons built up
remaining
off
their
deleted.
don'
t
need
1t."
A
spokesman
for
the
West
leads reaching 25 points last
Lewis
said
the
policy
was
strikers
Virginia Coal Association said dayEastern
started toafter
miners
night and coasted to a 93-74
not to over
returnthetovoted
work Sununtils refused
the
strikers
were employes
of.. an issue
acceptseveral
reassignment
win, as the Herd found itself
company'
Eastern
Associated
Coal
Corp
to
different
jobs
and
went
on
outquicked under the basket
sick
leave
policy
was
settled.
the company
involved
in the Members of United Mine sick leave instead.
from the outset.
original
dispute,
andforsympathy
' This was
not aifnedsick,at
Center Dave Corzine dumpWorkers
Local
9781
said
the
strikers
who
work
Consolipunishing
the
legitimately
ed in 22 points, including 18 in
was requiring
a those who get a headache or
dation
Coal Co.a spokesman for company
the first half, and pulled down
doctor'
s certificate
from atminers
Al Lewis,
stomach
during"But
the
who were
on sick leave
the anworkupset
II rebounds to lift DePaul to a
Eastern.
saidMonday
only seven
mines firm'
day."
Lewis
said.
s
Kopperston
Numbers
14-10 mark, while MU dropped
were
closed
compared
inwhothese
cases,
wewho
didn'
t know
and
two
in
Wyoming
tothe 16strike.
Friday at the height of ·one
was
sick
or
was
just
to 8-15.
County.
using that as an excuse to
The Herd placed four players
refuse
in double figures, topped by an
ments."to take the new assignunder-the-~eather Dave Miller's 21 points, but DePaul
patiently tossed in seven of its
first eight field goals (the one
miss was tapped in) and never
looked back.
LONDON-Legislators
POWHATAN.
Va.-One
With Corzine controlling
Assistantsaid
Headmaster
James
the
government
Mondayurgedto
student
was killed
and
five Davidson
thethe shell
had
traffic under the boards and
help
·Lady
Spencer-Churchill
others
injured
when
a
40mm
been
brought
to
school
by
guard Gary Garland bombing
pay
the
rent
after
it was
artillery shell
inschool
the one of the injured students, disclosed the 91-year-old
from the wings, the B,lue
classroom
of aexploded
private
but declined
to reveal the dow of Britain's World Warwi-II
Demons zeroed in on 67 per
here.
One
of
the
injured
name
of
the
youth.
Photo by DAN SHREVE cent
of their shots in the first
leader
plansto make
to sellendsoffmeet.
family
teenagers reportedly brought
Green Gala Pat Smith [21] aoars for a Jump shot attempt
to post anine-point lead.
heirlooms
the
the not
building,
police
said they
were
agafnat Julie Vandermark [50] of Bowling Green. The Green half"Marshall
couldn't guard
but projectile
authoritiesintowere
sure toldState
the
live
artillery
shell
had
Gals lost to the taller team, 60-57.
OFFERING
REWARDING
wooden Indians out there
why.
been found
atin Ft.southside
Pickett, an CAREERS,CHALLENQ
Policeindustrial
said 11 arts
persons
were Army
tonight," DePaul Coach Ray
base used
JOBS, EXCELLENT
classroom
Meyer quipped afterward.
ginia now
primarily Virfor ING
BENEFITS. Look Into
atinwestthe
Huguenot
Academy.
just
the
summer
training
of Nation- ROTC.
Greg Young added 16 points
of
Richmond,
at
the
time
Army ROTC Repal
Guardsmen.
and a team-leading seven
resentatives Will Be In The
rebounds (dePaul outboarded Marshall center Danny Hall 93-74 loss to DePaul, as the of the blast.
Student Center Todav.
the Herd 35-31), while Harley goes
up for two of his six Blue Demons' Joe Ponsetto
Major contributed 15 points. points last night In the Herd's looks on helplessly.
By DONNA IDGGINS
CINCINNATI-Federal say
en- headquartered in Chicago.
Sports writer
vironmental
ve never
putit abecause
priority
they've been officials
made to look on"We'
running
afterreally
Describing her team as "hungry for a victory" Coach
foolish
by
major
miscalculathere
has water
never
been a
Donna Lawson and the Green Gals begin the last week of
tions
as
they
tracked
a
mass
of
drinking
hazard
their season before the state tournament. The Gals dropped
carbon
tetrachloride down the down the river like move
this
two ~ame!i last week, leaving the team with a2-16 record.
is temporarily
Ohio
River.
before."
B TED FULLER
when Johnson scored a hard- reference to his own trip to the
Friday the Gals challenged Bowling Green at Gullickson
timeeffo,rt
we'vine One thing that made them
located at
y$ rts rite
fought decision over Hatfield. canvas. "I thought, 'Man, ever"It'smadethe afirst
Hall in a hard fought game that ended in a 60-57 loss.
serious
..
po
w
f
br.
In
addition,
an
expense-paid
you'
d
better
get
up,•
but
it
look
bad
was
errors
in
calcuthis area,"
saidwater
Joe Harrison,
624 9thHairstyles
St.
Lawson called it agame where "anything that can happen
. t1end 21wt_Ytheartsh.ts0 temg
asesnot-,- tripfi to Honolulu
forh the
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t that easy."
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movement
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chief
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supply
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1ance.bout time leftnewin the
that 1·~, the.bdes.t fiight I' ve ever,' a The
ma sfirstunground
mt eof athe
t ereround,
wasnsot muc
for both males &females.
In the first half the Green Gals were first to score and
Ijust branch, of EPA's Region V spill.
The
stylists
to
serve
serve:
held the lead for about the first six minutes of the half.
1
~e~nh M~l~1 rtmtgh annouln~er reflected the respect the two tried to stay away from him to
-Carolyn McComas
Marshall continually allowed Bowling Green only one shot
~ d er_ ~t' e cone t~n had gained for each other in get the decision."
-Gene Patton
per trip down court, however, the Green Gals lost control of
~
rt
a}'
.
~~g bs op~n tg t- their previous meetings, as
"I'
v
e
fought
him
three
times
-Dennis Weaver
the ball several times on turnovers.
Car- lost the election if he had -Jerry
eavywJoehtgnson anoudt GaryetweLenee they stayed
their distance and h'now andbIdnever
underestimate SAN
The Green Gals employed a slow-down offense, using
G
s topDIEGO-President
campaign advertising
attacked
Gerald R. Ford for the -Anita McGue
Hreg
tfi Id
,et1eachother out.
1m; Carv
no oLee."
yfi1ghts b..,etter hurt ter'
Micheals
most of the 30-second clock before firing off a shot. This
man
says
Carter
might
have
Nixon
pardon.
a
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:
.
than
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Certamly that fight provided n the second round, Hatwas characteristic of the offense for the entire game. Pat
Chambers, Mgr.
Gerald Rafshoon said Sunday Ernst
the best ..action in this year's field came out less cautiously
Smith hit several outside shots, scoring all 11 of her points
Parki
.
n
g
the
pardon issue
39th Annttal Regional Golden and forced the fight to Johnin the first half.
Phone 522-9192
the weekend
beforewasand
theraised
elecGloves Championships in son. In his eagerness to score
An aggressive team in the second half, Marshall
tiGn,
when Carter
Fordin
Huntington'
s
Memorial
Field
the
first
big
blow
of
the
continued to have foul trouble. With 17:10 to go, Stephanie
were
almost
in
a
dead
heat
House.
evening, however, Hatfield ran
Austin received her fourth foul. Shortly after she fouled
the
polls. whenIt the
was Democrat
rejected,
The fight contiµned all the into a short Johnson right
out, Bowling Green lead by as much as seven points before
however,
proper ingredients for a slug- which buckled his knees.
the Green Gals closed the gap.
teamedRichardson
that formerandAtty.former
Gen
Elliot
fest and it lived up to its Johnson scored handily the
With 4:38 remaining, the Green Gals had pulled wtthiri
Deputy
Atty.
Gen.
William
promise. Johnson, who attend- remainder of the round and led
one point, 51-52 but Bowling Green added two quick
Ruckelshaus
were ready
say
ed Marshall in 1974 and 1975 slightly entering the third.
buckets and then put on astall of it's own. With only 13
Ford had nothing
to dotowith
seconds to go, the Green Gals had the ball and called a and was abuffalo back on the Then the fireworks really
Watergate.
time out. They had time for one more shot, which missed,
Herd football team had fought began.
leaving them with defeat 16.
Hatfield twice before and Both fighters came out like
owned a 1-1 record against they were behind and needed a
The Green Gals have-only two more games this season.
him.
knockout. In the first minute of
Wednesday is a scheduled game at Alice Lloyd and
The last time the two had action a quick Johnson comSaturday the Gals will be ending the season with a home
met was last month in Beckley bination floored Hatfield. Hatgame against Kentucky State University.
MIAMI-A pair of platform Around the world students are
field was up quickly, however,
shoes
awascustoms
inspector
putting themselves through school
and back on the offensive in
thought
' not Columbia
made for and
making extra mone
·•e
seconds.
walking" tosentjail. aAgents
winter working for Ma..f'Uwer.
Again, a quick Johnson
You can choose your assignment,
stewardess
said and
flurry put last year's regional
choose your schedule-from a
they
found
more
than
a
pound
middleweight champion to the
few hours a week to several
of cocaine inside.
months over the winter. We have
canvas.
jobs for office workers,
At this point, with Hatfield
Gloria Mouthon,
23, wasof temporary
keypunch operators, truck drivers,
barely
able
to
beat
the
ten
Baranquilla,
Columbia,
clerks. sales room demonstrators
medals for his record-breaking time ever in the 500-yard count, glassy-eyed and rubarrested
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drug
charges
and more. Now all we need Is
By KEN SMiffl
performances
as
well
as
an
free-style,"
he
said.
"His
you.
Saturdayworth
after$290,000
agents found
it appeared JohnReporter
finish in the eighth place finish gave the bery-legged,
in theof Come
student Mike Larzo, Rumble aophomore, awlngs a cocaine
son had upset the favorite. Marshall
Led by the record-shattering eighth place
individual medley, rest of the team abig lift."
In today and check the jobs
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heels
andCustoms
soles
right at Terry Santonia In Friday night's Golden Gloves bouts. her
But Hatfield, who has a Larzo
times of Dana St. Claire, the 200-yard
we
third
in
the
400-yard
medley.
Freshman
diver
Granville
shoes,
U.S.
fought
for
the
Marmet
Athletic
Club
In
the
reputation for doing some of Middleweight open class. He won thJs bout but lost In the spokesman Jitn Dingfelder said yours.have to offer. The choice Is
Marshall swim team captured,
and second in the Dilley was a·pleasant surprise his
best fighting when he's semi-finals Saturday night. Photo by J.G. Murphy.
second place Saturday iii the relay
Sunday.
to
Saunders.
"Granville
fin400-yard
free-style
relay.
clay.
hurt, rose from the apron to
Southern Conference Swim- Jim Sheridan won six ished ninth and only a half deck
with a devasDingfelder
said the worn
platform
ming and Diving Champion- medals.
including athird place point out of eighth place," he tatingJohnson
shoes,
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by 540 Fifth Ave. ®
overhand right which
ships in Greenville, S.C.
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"He
really
looked
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in
the
100-yard
free
style.
stewardesses
during
a
flight,
Johnson flush in the
Huntington, WV
East Carolina led the eight- St. Claire scored 37 points in He didn't lose his composure." caught
caught
the
eye
of
an
alert
face and sent him sprawling to
team field with 598 points. the meet and Sheridan 36. Other high ranking finishers the
529-3031
inspector.
deck.
Marshall scored 304.
the Herd included Dan Johnson
scoring leaders were for
struggled
to
his
feet
St. Claire's time of 55:40 in Other
McNichol with athird place in at the count of nine with but 12 Third and fourth round action Hall vs ITE 2, Wild Ones vs
Biron with 29, Rick the
the 100-yard backstroke broke Steve
100-yard
butterfly,
Bill
Carlson
with
18,
Dave
Robin men's intramural
remaining in the fight. continued
and Valley Flash MARSHALL CATHOLIC COMMUNITY
the oldest swimming record in shaw with 14 and Doug Burley Wooley with a fourth in the seconds
basketball last Thursday as nine Gashounds,
Hatfield stormed in looking for games
vs Ramblin Wreck.
the ,conference, according to with 20.
100-yard backstroke and Don the
Ash Wednesday Services
bell sounded son Hall.were played at Gullick- 7:05 -Fifth floor South Hall vs
coach Robert Saunders.
Bounds with a sixth in the with kill,bothbutmenthe still
The
Herd'
s
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was
to
on
their
"I was really pleased with
butterfly.
ITE 9C, TTE 8vs ITE 5No. 2,
a cushion in scoring in 200-yard
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and
the
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No.
I
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at 12:05 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Dana's performance," Saun- build
Several
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swimming events, Saun- their best times of the year. with the din of approving Lambda Chi Alpha No. 2defeat ·8:05- ITE 4vs ITE 14, ITE 7
ders said of the Miami, Fla., the
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Volunteers vs Miller Highlights·,
The high finish was a team competition,
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"The first thing Iheard was Tonight's games include: and
First
floor
South
Hall
vs
Sheridan finished second over- 'four.'
effort, Saunders said. "We'd offset
"l
told
the
guys
to
swim
CAMPUS
CHRISTIAN
CENTER CHAPEL
" Johnson said later in 6:05 - Second floor South ITE 11.
never have done it with only a every preliminary as if it were all with atime of 3:19.79.
few individuals," he said. the
last
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they
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going
"Fifteen of our 18 competitors to swim. In some cases it paid
scored. Some guys who didn't off.
a swimmer
score had their best time's of makesWhenever
it to the finals, the least
the season nonetheless."
can score is nine."
The Marshall co-captains led heThe
of the team was
the squad in individual medals. definitedepth
boost, Saunders said.
St. Claire picked up five "Paul -Kowalski
had his- best

Off campus

Live shell explodes Churchill rent
in Virginia school OK'd by Britain

~,, --

Win-starved gals
seek tourney lift

Johnson victory highlights Gloves

Carbon-tet stu·mps EPA

UPTOWNER
BEAUTY
SALON

Ex-gridder Win~ 'best' fight

-·

•,
I

., -

r° .

Dems drop pardon issue

~

Hollow heels
hold cocaine

Depth,key as swimmers
make strong SC showing

MAN>ONER®O

Intramural basketball
nears end of schedule

~

1he
Marshall Minute

thru Friday
!Earn up to $60 amonth.I Monday
·at 7:00pm.
Help yourself

:by helping others.
· Reoelve up fo $60 amonth by
donating on aregular blood
plasma program.
Call for appointment to fit
your class schedule. We have a
.new bonus program.

Call for ap..-1n1
..p.m.~ 697-2800
7a.m.to·3

HYlAND Donor FM STEREO ROCK.
631 FMrth Awenu• Center
Bri np student J.D

r

The Marshall University
Karate Club is now accepting
applications for new members

,

INVITED
..... to attend our meetings
every Tues. and Thur. from
6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. in
Room 203 Gullickson
Beginning and advanced
instruction by Gary Staten.

Just Arrived
, ~6'
..

~;

shop from our wide selection
of Charlie and Revlon products

I ·- '

Almanac
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When the river
carrie to college

Meetings

The John Marshall Pre-Law
Association will meet today at
5:30p.m. in Smith Hall Room
435.
Persons interested in trying
out for the men•s tennis team
will meet today at 4 p.m. in
Gullickson Hall Room 123.
There will be an organization aI meeting for anyone
interested in forming a Tuesday night mixed bowling league
today at 6:30 p.m. at the
Memorial Student Center Recreation Area.

By SALLYE JO RUNYON

"At that time, we had a25foot cruiser and the U.S.
Manqlna Editor
With the
thoughts
of spring
Engineers asked me to go
flooding
in the
Tri-State,
Hunt- rescue
who could not
ingtonians tend to remember. get out.peopl~
I evidently went too
And Huntington has a fast on account of the current
"deep" history to look back and the wake of the boat broke
on.
On Jan. 22, 1937, the home out store windows," Hundley
of Marshall College was sur- said.
Hundley, whose first husrounded with water by noon band
was the owner of
and the following day classes Emmons
1209-3rd
were dismissed due to rising Ave., livedApartments,
in the apartment
waters.
building
at
the
time
of the
Dormitory students were re"Our boat was docked at
located into area homes and flood.
the front entrance of the
basketball games had to be apartment
building,"
she
said.
held in a local high school
we were out rescugymnasium while 20 feet of ing"While
people,
we
had
to
be
water "drowned" Marshall. careful not to hit the electrical
Sixty-five per cent of the city
There was no heat in
was inundated and most activ- wires.
homes
and
it
was
very
cold,"
ities were suspended. The she said.
flood caused about $18 million "While I was out in the
in damages and the loss of five boat, my youngest son, Phillives.
(Phillips C. Emmons,
The city water service was lips,
1314-12th St.) was at home
suspended for a week and with
his
father and a baby- Flood waters close
about 40 per cent of the city
lost track
Old Main back
was without fuel and gas for sitter. The babysitter
he was lost. He was on
two weeks. Of the 40,000 ofonlyhimfiveandyears
old
and
every- '37.
persons affected by the flood, one in the building was looking
25,000 were refugees.
a neighbor
As for Marshall, the damage for him.himFinally,
asleep under an
estimate for the dormitories found
awning we had stored on the
alone was $210,920 and first
floor. That was the worst
another $35,000 for other experience
had in my
campus buildings. The Shaw- life, thinkingI have
key Student Union and Music she said. he was gone," •
Hall received the most dam- "There were alot of people I
age.
got out of second floor winIhad to take adoctor to
The Board of Control asked dows.
Floating down Fourth
Proctorville, Ohio where there
for $271,221,000 to make were
Ave.
refugees staying at one of
repairs and proposed raising the high
schools. There was a
the dormitories 11 feet to make flu epidemic
and I took him to
them flood-proof. Governor deliver medicine,"
Hundley
Homer A Holt asked for
$139,000 for repairs. This said.According to Alan A. Rezek,
would be added to federal hydrogolist for the National
appropriations.
Service, river district,
Mrs. Theodore Hundley, Weather weather
is expected
432-llth Ave., recalls the warmer
afew days.
flood. "Third Avenue was an within
Rezek
said
there
is not a
island, and Huntington was out
warning as of ·yet, but
of circulation for about a flood
there is apossibility of aflood
week," she said.
watch around Wednesday.
View of Intramural field
and former student
ualon.

The Blackblrd will be presented Friday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Memorial
Student Center Multipurpose Room.

Coffee House
New River will be at the
Coffee House Friday and Saturday at 9pm.

Greeks
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
will have an informal rush party
Wednesday at Gino's at 5p.m.
AlmAnAC is published daily AS A
cAlendAr ol upcoming events And
hllppenings of interest to the Marshall
community. Items should be submitted
to The Parthenon ,mce, Smith Hall
Room 311, prior to 10 a.m. on the day
before publiCAtion.

GREEN THUMB
GARDENING
CLASS
Layman's instruction and

The first annual Conference continue today in Memorial
on Institutional Research and will
Student Center, according to
Planning began Monday and Dr. Jim Nichols, director of
institutional planning and research and co-chairman of the
conference.
He said the conference,
sponsored by MU and West
Virginia University, is expected
to draw 40 participants from the
planning and research offices of
West Virginia's public and
private colleges and universiMarshall University's two- ties.The main theme is enrollment
week shutdown will not affect 'projections and planning, Niplans for aspring tour by the chol'> said. The conference is
MU Wind 'iyrnph..,nv, accord
to provide participants
ing to W. Richard Lemke, designed
an opportunity to exchange
assistant professor of music with
information related to planning
and director of bands.
used within the
Lemke said loss of practice techniques
state. to learn about practices in
time will "push" preparation other
which may be
but the symphony will leave adaptedstates
to
West
and to
March 23 as originally sched- establish closer Virginia
working relauled.
tionships between the state's
The group of 45 select institutional
researchers and
players who auditioned at the
beginning of the semester planners, Nichols said.
includes woodwind, brass and Nichols said Dr. Joseph
percussion players, Lemke Sutton. vice rpesident for
said.
research at the
The Wind Symphony will institutional
University of Alabama, was to
perform in high schools includ- open
the meeting at a noon
ing Point Pleasant, Wahama, luncheon
Monday.
Belpre, and Parkersburg.
The Office of Career Plan- "I believe this tour is Other guest speakers include
ning and Placement's Inter- beneficial to high school bands Marv
Cleveland of the Midwest
viewing Techniques seminar because they don't often get to Research
Kansas City,
will be Tuesday from 3 to 5 hear a college concert band," Mo.; Dr.Institute,
Robert Reiman,
p.m. in Memorial Student Lemke explained.
planning
at Appala-Center, Room 2W37, according Clinics will be conducted by chian Statedirector
Boone,
to Reginald A. Spencer, coor- Marshall at the schools to work N.C. and Dr.University,
M
.
Douglas
dinator of university placement with the high school bands, planning and management Call,
sysservicP.s.
Lemke said.
tems
director,
West
Virginia
The Wind Symphony will Board of Regents.
about 3,500 stuSpencer said the seminar is performin for
sending
three days and then Nichols said schools
open to all students interested dents
include Fairreturn to Huntington for a representatives
in learning about interviews for concert
mont State College, Potomac
March
27 at Marshall State
employment.
College,
Parkersburg
Lemke said.

Symphony
wil tour
schools

·Movies rescheduled Interview
seminar set
Movie schedule revisions Mott said the new schedules
have been made by the Cinema can be picked up at three
Arts committee from the Office locations on campus, at the
of Student Activities, a1cording main desk of the Mt:morial
to Mark Mott, Huntington Student Center (MSC), in the
graduate and spokesman for the office of Student Activities and
any night amovie is scheduled
committee.
The movie schedules were in the Multipurpose Room of
printed before Marshall Presi- MSC.
dent Robert B.Hayes closed the
university due to the gas
shortage, Mott said. "So
during the break we rescheduled the movies that were to be
shown during the unexpected
break." he said.
error, Dr.
•'This time instead of ,i folded Due to aM.reporting
Bateman was
flyer, which our committee Mildred
as the former director
gives students," Mott said, ofreported
West Virginia Department of
•'we have the schedule on a Mental
Health. Bateman is the
poster. Now students can put it
up in their room and use it as director now.
apiece of art work," he said.
The revised schedules are
In The Parthenon may
printed in blue ink on the Errors
reported by calling 896-8696
backside of the original sched- be
ules which were printed in red between 9a.m. and noon.
ink, Mott said.

Corrections

:e.... ----••••COUPON •••• .....,

iDJ45 26th
PIZZA
522-6280,i
St. Huntington, WV
OFFER GOOD FEB. ONLY-----

•

s1oo OFF .

ON PURCHASE OF A

•LARGE TWO ITEM PIZZA'
:15 Min. pickup-

""__......, •:
:
30 Min. Delivery (50¢)
:
: Also serving super large _..-;,__,;;::_:
:•ee••···e••······e••·e••··e••·············
Pizza Breads &Cheese Steak Hoagies. :

Community College, Glenville
State College. West Virginia
Institute of Technology, Concord College: West Virginia
State College. Bluefield State
College, West Virginia College
of Graduate Studies, AldersonBroaddus College and Davis
and Elkins College.

Take aMini-Ad at amere 50 cents for
15 words, and only 5 cents for
additional word. How can you pass up
a bargain like that? Deadline for
Miniads is 10:00a.m. day before
publication In room 316 Smith Hall.
■ach

Movie

MU,WVU hold conference

.RDS
MINI

demonstration in all phases of
indoor and outdoor gardening,
including propagation, soil
mixes, hybridizing, and basic
new techniques. Classes Start
in march
8 weeks / 2
hours per week
Attend at your
Leisure
For further
information

GARDEN
GATE
300 12th St.
523-4004

Up to 60%
Off on sale
Merchandise

FOR SAi£
FOR SALE. Sears Solid State Stereo. 2
yrs old Call 696-4922.
FOR SALE: 1974 Capri V-6
Engine wrth four speed
37,000 miles Two new tires.
523-2144
THE CHIEF JUSTICE yearbook is
looking for creative people to wr:'.e
and work on page layouts. Interested
students should apply in Room 309
Smith Hall or call 696-2355.

SPECI.A LNo--: iCF
Need afemale roommate for
apartment across from campus Call 529-0602.
HIRE ASEAMST.RESS--Have nice
clothes and money left over! Call
Ruth at 523--4779.
FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to
share 2-bedroom apt by Ritter Park.
Call 525-9249 after 6p.m
FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED.
Prefer St. Mary's Nursing student.
Rent $65. Call before 7; after 6,
523-6793.
SUMMER JOBS: Fifty state catalogue
of over 2,000 summer Job employers
(with application forms). Send $2 to:
SUMCHOICE, Box 645, State College
PA 16801.
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?Abortion
information in Ohio, confidential. no
referral fee. 9a.m. to 10 a.m. Toll free
1-800-438-5534.
TYPING, prompt service
Elite type - $1 per page Call
"1ne. 697-4662 before noon or
after 7p.m.

PERSONALS
MEN!--WOMENI

JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign.
No experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job
or career. Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. M-12 Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362.

Special on F0ded Glory Jeans
25% OFF on one pair
FADliDf
GLORY~ 50%
OFF on two or more

iliili

7006 10th Street 522-3749

MINI
ADS
ONLY

50¢

FEBRUARY COUPON

Buyget1lpizza--free

3Days Only - Tuesday-Wednesday-Thll'sday
~

10%OFF
ANY MAJOR APPLIANCE

OUR ALREADY
LOW, LOW PRICES

OR TELEVISION IN THE STORE
GOODf'iEAR JustSay"Charge /ti"

1150 4th AVENII

•Goodvear
Charge ••BankAmeri
our Own Custmdomer
Cred1I
Plan •Re,ol
MastvienrgCharge
• American
fxprm Money Card • Carte Blanche • Oiners Club

or1NIMONDAY
TNIIUr.MFRI. DAY
A.M TO S:30

PHONE 523-0137

ORDER 2THICK 'N CHEWY OR THIN 'N CRISPY
PIZZAS OF EQUALVALUE, AND WE'LL GIVE YOU
THE SECOND ONE FREE. JUST PRESENT
THIS COUPON.

~ut~C::::::~:uiimm~=

=~~~~ ~

GOOD FOR 1FREE THICK 'N CHEWY
OR THIN 'N CRISPY PIZZA WHEN YOU
UV 1OF EQUAL VALUE. GOOD ONLY AT THES
PARTICIPATING PIZZA HUT RESTAURANTS:
Ave.312 4th Ave. Good only al
E. Barboursville2206 5thMon.
thru Thurs. only. regularprce
Vo1c wnltre pru,,,b1ted by law (, 19/6Pizza Hut Inc

TWO FOR ONE

